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About Us
North West Marine, a member of the family
owned Union Group Investments was
established in 2005 to support the growing
demand for commercial marine and
aviation solutions within the United Arab
Emirates and MENA region. The company’s
establishment was founded on 30 years of
experience in the marine industry both
locally and abroad

Since inception we have strived to grow and
develop our operations to provide a wider
more complete service offering through the
establishment of strategic partnerships with
key suppliers and clients. As part of this
continuous improvement process we have
achieved ISO 9001 accreditation which further
demonstrates our determination to provide
the best quality product and service there is
to offer.

Brands we serve
Triton Marine products manufactured in the UAE have been deployed in
extreme conditions throughout the Middle East and have a proven track
record of long term performance and quality. We can help you select a
product that is right for you, assist you in the development of a custom
solution to your unique challenge and provide you with ongoing support
throughout the life of our products
Sealite is a global manufacturer for marine aids to navigations (ATON)
equipment since 1982. It has become one of the fastest growing
manufacturers of ATON in the world. North West Marine has been an
authorized distributor of Sealite products in the GCC for the past 12 years

Avlite systems are a world class solar aviation lighting systems
manufacturer with a proven reputation for rapid,innovative and agile
technological solutions designed specifiably for defense , government, civil
and humanitarian operations.
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Marine Products
Navigation / Mooring Buoys
North West Marine can supply navigation/ mooring buoys manufactured in Steel or PE material. With an
extensive range of buoy types from Triton and Sealite, we are well placed to provide customers with aids to
navigation equipment that will suit your requirements.

Marine Lanterns
North West Marine supplies Sealite solar marine lanterns which offer superior visibility,
require minimal maintenance and have a service life of up to 12 years. Sealite Solar
Marine Lanterns can be installed on navigation buoys and fixed marker posts and
have visibility ranges from 1 nautical mile to 25 nautical mile.

AtoN Remote Monitoring & Control System
Sealite’s range of remote Monitoring and Control systems provide users such as major Port Authorities
and Coast Guards with the ability to effectively and efficiently monitor and control their AtoN
installations from real-time data at an extremely low cost.

Navigation Towers & Beacons
North West Marine prides itself in the development of steel,polythene and glass reinforced
plastic navigation towers and marker posts. We are able to manufacture towers and posts from
.5m to 25m in height or even fabricate a customers design.

Meteorological Buoys
NWM can provide customized metrological and environmental monitoring buoys ranging from
500mm to 4000mm in diameter fitted with solar power supply. The buoys can be fitted to attain data
such as PH, wind speed and direction, water temperature, water current, turbidity, wave and swell
heights, salinity and other metrics that may be required.
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Marine Products
Swimming Lines & Jellyﬁsh Barriers
North West Marine are leader’s in the manufacturing and of swimming demarcation lines and jellyfish
barrier systems manufactured locally in our facility in the United Arab Emirates. Manufactured from high
quality material and with our experienced team we can ensure proper installation of the systems.

Dredging Pipes & Pipe Floats
North West Marine has been working within the dredging industry for the past two
decades and has seen the increase in dredging equipment requirements in the region.
This has given rise to NWM developing a range of PE dredging pipes and pipe floats in
various sizes manufactured in United Arab Emirates.

Environmental Protection Booms
Environmental protection booms also known as containment booms are manufactured locally in the
UAE utilizing high quality components and designed to suit various marine conditions and
environments. NWM can supply silt curtains, oil booms and debris curtains to suit your requirements.

Mooring Equipment
North West Marine can supply mooring accessories such as synthetic strops, high grade chains,
shackles and swivels in a variety of sizes and grades.

Work Pontoons & Boats
NWM can design and fabricate customized work boats and pontoons to suit our client’s site
requirements. The work boats and pontoons can be manufactured in a variety of materials such as
stainless steel, mild steel, aluminum, plastics (PE) and GRP).
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Aviation Products
Airﬁeld Lighting
All of Avlite’s airfield lights use the latest LED technology as their light source, utilising lenses that are
low-powered, high intensity LEDs designed specifically for superior optical performance, are cost efficient
and the most reliable lights on the market.

Heliport Lighting
Avlite Systems provide complete heliport, helipad and helideck lighting solutions, from
initial design through to commissioning of heliport for commercial applications, private or
residential buildings, government installations and hospitals/healthcare industry. Avlite’s
heliport lighting solutions are designed to the latest standards of the Civil Aviation Code of
the country of installation – Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in conjunction with the ICAO Standards and Recommended
Practices (SARPs).

Obstruction Lighting
Avlite Systems provide an extensive range of LED obstruction lights and obstruction lighting solutions
to clearly mark structures such as telecommunication towers, wind turbines, buildings and tall
structures. Avlite has a wide variety of obstruction light models and product options to suit many
lighting applications. Models are available in single or dual fixtures, universal AC, universal DC and solar
powered units.

Military
Avlite Systems has built a well-earned international reputation for producing the most reliable,
innovative solar powered aviation lighting systems in the world earning it the preferred choice
and industry’s only program of record system approval for US ARMY and US DOD combat solar
airfield lighting systems. The Avlite solar aviation lighting systems are currently operating
throughout the Middle East.
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Service
North West Marine has over a decade of experience in the aids to navigation in the marine and
aviation industry and this has allowed us to become industry experts in the field. With this expertise,
we are able to offer our customers the following services that can be tailored to meet your
requirements

Installation

Repairing
Drawing on its considerable
experience in the marine and
aviation industry, NWM is able
to provide a complete
installation service including
installation, testing and
commissioning.

Maintenance

NWM prides itself in
having the ability to
provide technicians to
carryout repairs on our
complete product range.

Design
NWM is able to provide
service and maintenance
contracts to customers to
increase the longevity of
the products and reduce
costs in replacements.

Consultancy

NWM has the capability to
design solutions for marine
and aviation based projects
and concepts. We have
experienced and skilled
engineers, draftsman and
specialists that can create
your concept into reality.

Buoy rental
We have an expansive
knowledge in the maritime
industry and we have the
ability to consult clients on
projects for aids to
navigation, dredging, beach
reclamation, swimming
areas, marinas and aviation
helipads.
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North West Marine offer
a wide range of
navigation marker
buoys, meteorological
data buoys and mooring
buoys as rental solutions
for short and long-term
projects.

Get in Touch
P.O Box: 85348 , Dubai, UAE
Email: info@nw-marine.com
Website: nw-marine.com

